
Caribbean Tour‐ TOUR B FEB 25‐10 MAR

FRI 25 We fly from London LHR direct to MIAMI. On arrival, we collect our vans and spend 
time around the airport. Our hotel overlooks the airport.

SAT 26 At lunchtime, we have a flight to HAVANA. The next 2 days are spent looking 
around the airports and aircraft around the city.

SUN 27 Looking around the cities aviation sites

MON 28 After a morning at the main airport, we fly with COPA to PANAMA CITY. We hope 
for an airport ramp tour if this can be arranged. Our hotel is nearby.

TUE 1 We return to the airport for our next flight to SANTO DOMINGO. Spend the rest of
the afternoon at the main airport. Nearby hotel.

WED 2 Today is spent at La Isabella airport and hopefully, a full airport tour.

THU 3 We have most of the day to look around the other aviation sites in the area. In the 
evening we have an overnight ferry to PUERTO RICO.

FRI 4 We arrive early in SAN JUAN and make our way to the main airport. We spend the 
day here, with our hotel being situated above the terminal.

SAT 5 All day to travel around the island, visiting ANTONIO JUARBE, FERNANDO LUIZ 
RIBAS and RAPHAEL HERNANDEZ airports

SUN 6 Check-in for our morning Winair flight to St Maarten. We spend the afternoon and 
evening at the bar at the end of the runway

MON 7 In the morning, there is the chance to visit the Aeroclub at the GRAND CASE 
airport, or relax on the beach. Afternoon flight by Air Antilles ATR to POINTE A PITRE.

TUE 8 There is the chance to visit ST FRANCOIS airport. We then again fly by Air Antilles 
ATR72, with a 6 hour stop in FORT DE FRANCE on the way to BARBADOS BGI airport. 
We transfer to nearby hotel.

Cost: £1995 Deposit: £595 Single Room: £490
Cost Includes: Flights and taxes, Ground transportation, 12 nights hotel (most with breakfast)

WED 9 Our last day, spent at the airport, with an evening return flight to the UK

Extensions possible

(Est)


